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ABSTRACT

The teaching of Arabic as a foreign language or as a

second language is a new field in the Arab world,

in European countries, in Great Britain, and especially

in Malaysia. This new method of teaching of Arabic as

communicative approach is to teach Arabic as living

language . The aim of this dissertation is to focus on

the textbook analysis and evaluation. This dissertation

contains two main parts; the theoretical part which

deals with the difference in theory of evaluation and

analysis of textbooks and the practical part of the

study which deals with practical application on the

textbook content.

This dissertation is divided into four chapters.

Chapter one gives a brief background of Malaysia and the

institutions and introduces the system of teaching and

learning of Arabic in Malaysia in general.

Chapter two provides the background, the development,

the objectives and the strategies of Institut Teknologi

MARA (ITM) or the MARA Institute of Technology (MIT) and

outlines the overview of the teaching of a foreign

language, especially teaching Arabic as communicative

approach in the direct method and the syllabus content

in MIT.



Chapter three concentrates on providing the theoretical

background of study which deal with language terms, the

selection and organisation of the Arabic textbook, the

type of teaching and learning activities and the

objectives of the teaching of Arabic in the series of

Arabic for Beginners, book one.

Chapter four focuses on the practical part of the study:

on the material content of the series of Arabic for

Beginners, book one and concludes with a suggestion to

design a new Arabic textbook suitable for MIT students.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. MALAYSIA

Malaya (now known as Malaysia from August, 1957)

comprises the Malay Peninsula or West Malaysia, Sabah

and Sarawak or East Malaysia. The Malay Peninsula

consists of the states of Johor, Kedah, Kelantan,

Melaka, Negeri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak, Perlis, Pulau

Pinang (Penang), Selangor, Terenngganu and Wilayah

Persekutuan (Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur).

(Malaysia: 1989: 1). Kuala Lumpur is the capital of

Malaysia. The population of Malaysia is about 17

million.

The government of Malaysia is run by the monarchy system

as in the United Kingdom and the King of Malaysia is

called Yang Di Pertuan Agong. The Yang Di Pertuan

Agong is elected from among the nine Rulers by the

conference of Rulers every five years or when the post

falls vacant. (Malaysia: 1989: 123-124)
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1.2. ISLAM AS OFFICIAL RELIGION IN MALAYSIA

Islam is primarily identified with the Malays,

although there are a considerable number of non-

Malays (i.e., particularly Muslim Indians,

Chiness, Kadazan and others). It forms the largest

single religious group in the country.

The earliest evidence of the presence of Islam in

Malaysia comes from the famous inscription from

Kuala Berang in Trengganu which, dating to the

fourteenth century, precedes the Melaka sultanate.

These and corroborative evidences such as isolated

finds and travellers' reports make it clear the

main avenue for the coming of Islam to the region

was through trade. Arab traders had been calling

at the southern Chinese port of Canton since the

eighth century AD, leaving traces of their

influence on the way.

Melaka's first ruler, Parameswara, became a

convert to Islam around 1410, but it was not until

some forty years later that Islam became firmly

established as the state religion under sultan

Musaffar Shah. From that time onwards, Melaka

became the nodal point for the spread of Islam

throughout Island Southeast Asia, spreading

2



through its political connections throughout the

Malay Peninsula and the Sumatran Shore opposite

and carried by traders converted in Melaka to

Java, Borneo, Celebes and beyond. Melaka also

became an important centre of Islamic learning

under the patronage of her rulers until the time

of the Portuguese conquest in 1511. By this Islam

had become firmly established as the religion of

the Malays and the successor states of Melaka

developed strong Islamic institutions.

According to the constitution, Islam is the

religion of the Malaysian federation. However,

the constitution also provides that every person

has the right to profess and practise his own

religion and also has the right to propagate his

faith, although the right to propagate other

religions is not permitted by law among persons

who are Muslims but in Sabah and Sarawak the state

law restricting the propagation of other

religions amongst Muslims is subject to the

approval of two-thirds of the total membership

of the two legislative assemblies concerned. Under

the provisions for the freedom of religion, the

constitution states the following:

a) that no person may be compelled to pay any

tax, the proceeds of which are allocated in

whole or part for the purposes of any

3



religion other than his own.

b) that every religious group has the right to

manage its own religious affairs to

establish and maintain institutions for

religious and charitable purposes and to

acquire and hold property and administer it

in accordance with the law.

There is no pan-Malaysian head of Islam. The

position of head of Islam in each state with a

hereditary Malay ruler (al-Sultan) is held by the

Ruler. The Yang Di Pertuan Agong (His Majesty

The King) is head of Islam in his own state

and also in the states of Melaka, Pulau Pinang,

He has the authority granted to him by the

conference of Rulers, to fix uniform dates for

nation- wide religious acts and observances such

as the starting and ending of the fasting month

(Shahr Ramadan).(Malaysia: 1989: 21-22)

1.3. THE ARABIC TEACHING INSTITUTION IN MALAYSIA

There is no clear evidence as to when precisely the

teaching and learning of Arabic began in Malaysia. It

is, however, presumed that it began immediately after

the arrival of Islam in the Malaysian Peninsula in the

4



beginning of the fifteenth century A.D. (Meilink -

Roelofsz 1970 ) .

The earliest form of teaching and learning of Arabic in

the Malayan Peninsula was carried out in the form of a

circle system Halaqat System, where the learners/
c ~~

students formed a circle around the Alim (person

knowledgeable in the Islamic Religion) which usually

took place either in a mosque or in a Surau

(place for worship, daily five prayers, except Friday

prayer), and the teaching of Islamic knowledge and
c —

smaller than the mosque or in the Alim's house. The

type of Islamic traditional way of teaching and learning

has its roots in the earliest arrival of Islam in Malaya

and has continued until the present day.

In the early twentieth century A.D. , this traditional

system was known as the system of Pondok (little hut).

In this system Pondok-pondok (Little Huts) were

built by the parents around theCAlim's house for

their sons and daughters at the very end of the time

to stay during the course of study (Salleh: 34).

The establishment of this system was mainly due to the

Halaqat system in Arab countries, especially in

"Makkat al-Mukarramat" whose life was devoted to

teach Islamic religious knowledge. During this period

the system of Pondok bloomed throughout the Malay

Peninsula, especially in the states of Kelantan, Kedah

5



and Trengganu. The best known of them are such as

"Pondok Tok Kenali" in Kota Bharu in the state of

Kelantan , "Pondok Sarang Semut" in the State of Kedah

and "Pondok Bukit Payong" in the state of Trengganu.

(Sundram: 1987 ) .

In later times, the earlier twentieth century A.D.,

the establishment of the system of Pondok was followed

by full institutionalization of teaching and learning

of Islamic knowledge including Arabic language. The

institutions which carried out the task of teaching

Islamic knowledge and Arabic subjects were known as

Sekolah Ugama (Religious School) or Sekolah Arab

(Arabic School) or Madrasah.

Among the earliest schools of this type of system,

established during this period are such as "Madrasah

Haji Taib" in the state of Johor, "Madrasah

Muhammadiyah" founded in 1917 (now known as "al-Macahad

a 1-Muhammad! Li al- Ban in" and "al-Macahad al-Muhammadt

Li al-Banat") in Kota Bharu, Kelantan, "Maktab Mahmud"

in the state of Kedah, "Sekolah Menengah Ugaroa Atas

Sultan Zainal Abidin" (founded in 1933) in Kuala

Trengganu, Trengganu. Unlike the system of Halaqat

and the system of Pondok, these schools were founded

and aided by the state government and run under the

management of the department of Islamic and Malay

traditional affairs.

6



Until the 1950s the effort of teaching and learning of

Islamic knowledge including Arabic was confined to

individuals and local governments without any

involvement or contribution from the federal government

of Malaysia. In was only in 1961 that the Malaysian

federal government began to initiate its involvement

and contribution. However, the real significance of the

federal government's involvement and contribution in

this area of teaching/learning could be seen in the

1970s, particularly with the establishment of the

Islamic Division in the Ministry of Education of

Malaysia in 1974. In 1977 the Ministry of Education

introduced 12 of another type of religious school which

is known as "National Islamic Secondary School" and

which was put under the management of the Islamic

Division in the Ministry of Education. Fourteen years

after the establishment, there were 37 schools of

this type in different parts of Malaysia. (Hasan: 15:

1991) .

At the present time, students graduating from "Islamic/

Religious Secondary School" in this country enjoy a

variety of opportunities for further education either

in the local universities or in the Middle-Eastern

Universities. There are three local universities which

provide this opportunity, namely : the University of

Malaya, the National University of Malaysia and the

International Islamic University. In addition to these

7



universities there are two colleges which provide the

same opportunities ; the Islamic Teachers' College

(founded in 1977 M./1397 H.) in Bangi, in the state

of Selangor (Ministry of Education: 6: 1979) and the

Sultan Zainal Abidin Religious College (established in

1980) in Gong Badak, Kuala Trengganu, in the state of

Trengganu. Furthermore, these students could also pursue

their higher education in the Middle-Eastern

universities such as the University of al-Azhar, the

University of Ain Shams, the University of Cairo, the

University of Alexandria in Egypt, Kuwait University in

the state of Kuwait, the University of Umm al-Qura in

Mecca, the University of Riyad, the University of King

Abdul Aziz in Riyad, the Islamic University in Medina in

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and others.

These opportunities are very much wider by comparison

with the opportunities students had before the 1970s . At

that time there were only two local institutions,

namely; the Islamic College of Malaya in the state

of Selangor and the Higher Islamic Institution of

Nilam Puri in the state of Kelantan which provided

for and accommodated a very limited number of students .

8



1.4. THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF ARABIC IN MALAYSIA

The teaching and learning of Arabic in Malaysia could

be categorized into four types

1- The teaching and learning of Arabic in the system

of Halaqat/Pondok.

2- The teaching and learning of Arabic in

Arabic/Religious Secondary Schools.

3- The teaching and learning of Arabic in the

National Islamic Secondary Schools.

4- The teaching and learning of Arabic in the higher

Learning Institutions.

1.4.1. THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF ARABIC IN THE

SYSTEM OF HALAQAT/PQNDQK

The teaching and learning of Arabic in this system which

included the system of Pondok is the oldest form of

Arabic institution in this country. Abd. Kadir,

writing on education in Malaysia during the pre- British

period said that the education during this period took

place in the CAlim's house and the mosque and it

emphasized al- Qur'an reading, Akhlaq (moral)

education, religious knowledge and Bahasa Melayu

(Malay language). (Abd. Kadir 1970: 35 & 37).

9



The textbooks used by the teachers in this system were

in the Arabic language. Usually the teacher was

surrounded by students, who would sit on the floor and

read one or two sentences in Arabic that he next

explained in the Malay language and the students

also used the same text-books. Therefore, they had to

master Arabic grammar and its literature to enable

them to read and understand the Islamic textbooks such

as al-Qur'an, al-Sunnai (the traditions of the
c —

Prophet, Tasawwuf (Islamic mysticism/suf ism) , Aqidal_

(theology) and other related subjects. In fact, students

were supposed to memorize the mutun (texts) on Arabic

grammar and morphology, its rhetoric and the teacher

taught them to read the classical text step by step.

It would seem that teaching of Arabic in Pondok

system employed Grammar-Translation Method. The students

were exposed directly to Islamic texts which were

translated and explained by the CAlim. Malay education

in this period had a strong Qur'anic orientation. The

textbooks used in this system were such as Mabn

al-Ajurrumiyyat Sharh Ibn CAqil, Sharh al- Ashmun? ,

Shudhur al-Dhahab, al- Balaghat al- Wadihat Tafsir*

al-Jalalayn and so forth. (Abd. Kadir: 77).

10



1.4.2. THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF ARABIC IN THE

ARABIC/RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS

This system which includes Madrasah, Arabic School/

Religious School was established in the early twentieth

century by the state government and run under the

management of the department of the Islamic and Malay

traditional affairs .

The teaching in this type of school starts from

thirteen years of age, beginning with one year in

remove class and four more years, to sit examinations

for Lower Certificate of Religious Education

( a jl\ ■*.->) and two years later they can

sit for Upper Secondary Certificate of Religious

Examination ( \ ^ > ■

The system adopted in this type of schools ranged from

classroom, curriculum, teaching methodology and texbooks

typically those used in schools in the Middle-Eastern

countries, especially in Egypt. The main reason

behind this adaptation was in order to obtain

recognition from the Arab universities, especially the

University of al-Azhar in Egypt. Students graduated from

these types of schools, are able to further their higher

education in those universities. Owing to this

circumstance, these schools received much help, support,

aid and assistance in the form of materials, texbooks,

teachers and finance from Arab countries.

11



1.4.3. THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF ARABIC IN THE

NATIONAL ISLAMIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The Arabic language is introduced to secondary school

students from form 1 - 5 (Secondary 1 - 5). The Arabic

teaching will enable the students to master and practise

four language skills; listening, speaking, reading and

writing in Arabic. It also nurtures their sensitivity

towards the accuracy of the language by mastering the

vocabulary and understanding the Arabic grammar.

The Arabic teaching in the secondary school will also

help the students to understand al-Qur'an al-Karim, and

al-Hadith al-Nabawi al-Sharif, Arabic books and

Islamic references, at the same time implanting in the

student' awareness toward the beauty of the Arabic

language in various situations and the promotion of high

behavioural value.

To ensure the success of Arabic language teaching in

secondary school, the teaching and learning

orientation should always be related with the various

aspects of daily life. So, that it will give confidence

to communicate in Arabic among the students, taking into

account all types of community in Malaysia, in view of

demography, social and economy factor within the

students circle.

12



A- GENERAL AIM

The general alms in teaching Arabic in the secondary

schools are to enable students to:-

1. Appreciate and be proud of Arabic as the language

of al-Qur'an al-Karim.

2. Master the expertise and knowledge of Arabic

language in order to understand the content of

al-Qur'an al-Karim, al-Hadith al-Sharif, Arabic

books and Islamic references .

3. Understand the Arabic Phonetics, Morphology,

Grammar and rhetoric and use the language

accurately in certain communications.

4. Be interested to listen and read academic and

literary articles and be creative in the Arabic

language to increase one's knowledge and

appreciate the beauty of the language.

13



B- SPECIFIC ATM

The specific objectives of the teaching of Arabic in

those schools are:-

1. accustoming the students to listen to the recital

of al-Qur'an al-Karim and al-Hadith al-Sharif and

understand both on the whole.

2. Habituation of the students to listen to and

understand the newscast in Arabic.

3. Speak fluently and accurately and be abfce. to

give views and arguments in certain situations.

4. Read all type of materials critically and be

able to make the right interpretation, assessments

and conclusions.

5. Write composition which covers all types of

writings.

6. master at least 5,000 Arabic vocabulary.

7. Master the knowledge and usage of grammar.

8. Use the Arabic dictionary successfully.

(Ministry of Education: 1-3: 1990).

14



THE TEACHING AND LEARNING QF ARABIC IN THE

INTERNATIONAL ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY (IIO)

1.5.1. B.A, IN ARABIC WITH A MINOR IN ISLAMIC

REVEALED KNOWLEDGE AND HERITAGE

A. ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

1. Conditions for Matriculated students of Inter¬

national Islamic University (IIU) Matriculation

Centre .

2. Conditions for Direct Entry Candidates.

3. Conditions for Candidates with special

qualifications .

4. Conditions for Matriculated Students of IIU

Matriculated Centre:

5. Candidates must have passed the final examination

of the Matriculation Centre and obtained a CGPA of

not less than 2.0 with a B average in Arabic

courses and possess other requirements for

promotion in the first year of degree programme at

IIU.

6. Conditions for Direct Entry Candidates. These

15



candidates must satisfy the requirements stated

be low:-

i. Candidates must have passed the STPM/GCE 'A'

Level (or its equivalent) and have obtained

in one sitting a pass in General Paper/

General Studies and at least Grade E in two

other papers provided that:

a) Candidates for the B.A. (Hons.) Arabic

with a minor in Islamic Revealed

Knowledge must obtain at least a grade

E in Arabic in the STPM/GCE 'A' Level

or its equivalent.

ii. Applicants must also have obtained in

their Secondary School Certificate/Sijil

Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM)/General Certificate

of Education (GCE) '0' Level, the following:

a. Credit in Arabic.

b. Credit in Bahasa Malaysia (Malay

Language).

c. Credit in Islamic studies.

d. Credit in three other subjects

excluding Arts, Health Science,

Home Science or similar subjects.

A candidate who fails to meet those requirements

specified in subparagraph (i) and (ii) however may be
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considered for admission provided that the Senate is

satisfied that the candidate has acquired sufficient

general education revelant to the proposed programme

of studies.

7. Conditions for Direct Entry Candidate With Special

Qualifications as follows:-

i. Overseas candidates who qualify for

admission in their country's recognised

universities may be considered for

admission to the proposed programme of

studies in the International Islamic

University subject to satisfactory

evaluation of their qualifications

by the university Senate.

ii. Overseas candidates should give

satisfactory proof of their proficiency

in Arabic.

8. Common Conditions of Entry:-

i) The Kulliyyah's special requirements,

if any

ii) A satisfactory standard of health

iii) All candidates must sit for the Common

Entrance examination and obtain a

satisfactory score before being allowed

to enter the programme.
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iv) All candidates must attend an oral

interview and satisfy the department

that their Arabic language is of a

sufficiently high load,

v) Under special circumstances candidates

may be required to appear for interview

and/or undergo such test as may be

determined by the senate to assess

their suitability to undertake a

university programme of studies

successfully.

vi) Candidates may be required to fulfil

such other conditions as may be laid-

down by the university from time to

time .

B. GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to receive a Bachelor of Arts ( B.A.)

in Arabic degree (with a minor in Islamic

Revealed Knowledge and Heritage), a student must

complete the applicable University and Department

requirements.

The minimum requirements for a Bachelor of Arts in

Arabic will be 130 credit hours.
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c. COURSE OFFERED

1. The Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Arabic with a minor

in Islamic Revealed Knowledge will operate under a

full credit hour system.

2. In order to receive a B.A. (Hons.) in Arabic with

a minor in Islamic Revealed Knowledge and

Heritage, a student must complete the applicable

University and Department requirements.

The minimum requirements for a Bachelor of Arts

(Hons.) with a minor in Islamic Revealed knowledge

will be 130 credit hours.

a. At least 78 credit hours in the major.

b. No fewer than 27 credit hours in the minor.

c. 8 credit hours in English Language.

d. 2 credit hours in Bahasa Malaysia.

e. At lease 15 credit hours as electives.

1.5.2. MASTER QE ARTS (M.A.) IN ARABIC AS A

SECOND LANGUAGE
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THE OBJECTIVE OF PROGRAMME

1.1. To encourage further research in the

field of Arabic as a second language

which includes language and linguistic

studies and the preparation of teaching

materials .

1.2. To prepare qualified Arabic lecturers

or academicians for work at higher

learning institutions.

1.3. To attract international students to

upgrade Arabic proficiency in the

region.

DURATION QF THE PROGRAMME

The minimum duration of the programme is four

consecutive semesters (2 years) and not more

than six consecutive semesters (3 years).
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c ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Candidates with the following qualifications

are eligible for entry to this programme:-

1. A Bachelor Degree with first or upper second

class degree (very good) in Arabic from a

recognized university.

2. A candidate with lower secondary class (good)

degree may be considered provided he has

obtained second class upper grade in the

relevant courses.

3. In exceptional circumstances a candidate who

has a first or upper second class degree in

Islamic studies or related disciplines may be

considered for entry after passing a

qualifying examination in Arabic.

D. PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

1. A two year full-time programme comprising

course work and thesis.

2. The proposed programme will consist of two
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levels. Level (I) generally covers one year

period of studies. Candidates with CGPA 3.0

and above will be allowed to proceed to level

(II) for Master of Arts (M.A.) in Arabic as a

second language.

Those who obtained CGPA 2.0 and above will

be awarded an Advanced Diploma in Arabic as

a second language.

3. The required minimum credit hours for the

entire programme is 47.

4. Before getting a Master's degree, a candidate

must pass English language at the advanced

leve1.

5. The courses are distributed into four

semesters.

16. THE TEACHING QF ARABIC AT AKADEMI ISLAM

(ISLAMIC ACADEMY). MALAYA UNIVERSITY

The teaching of Arabic in Akademi Islam (Islamic

Academy) begins at the advanced level which focuses on

and emphasises the Arabic grammar, morphology, rhetoric,

literary texts, reading and translation. The main
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texbook are: Audah al-Masalik Ila Alfiyat Ibn Malik by

Ibn Hisham on Grammar, Shudhur al-Dhahab by Ibn

Hisham on Morphology, Jawahir al-Balaghat by Ahmad

al-Hashimi on Rhetoric and so on.The teaching of Arabic

is carried out in the lectureroom by reading and

explaining what is written in the textbook. Arabic is

the medium of instuction in the teaching of Arabic

and other Islamic knowledge subjects at the Akademi

Islam. Akademi Islam use the old method of teaching

(grammar-translation method) until nowadays.

1.7. THE TEACHING OF ARABIC IN THE FACULTY OF

ISLAMIC STUDIES. NATIONAL DIVERSITY QE

MALAYSIA

The teaching of Arabic in this faculty also starts from

advanced level and the method of teaching of Arabic is

a Grammar-Translation Method (G-TM) as in Akademi Islam,

the University of Malaya, which empahsises teaching

vocabulary, grammatical and morphological rules. The

medium of instruction in the faculty is Arabic or native

language, Bahasa Malaysia. The main books are:

al-Mulakhkhas Fi al-Qawacid al-cArabiyyat on Arabic

grammar and Shadha al-CUrf by al-Hamlawi on morphology

and so on.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND QF THE MARA INSTITUTE

OF TECHNOLOGY (MIT). MALAYSIA

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The history of the MARA institute of Technology began in

1956 with the establishment of Dewan Latihan RIDA

(The Rural and Industrial Development Authority Training

Centre), and experiment centre offering preparatory

courses for rural youth who were English educated .

2.2. DEWAN LATIHAN RIDA (1956-1965)

Dewan Latihan RIDA was the inspiration of YB Datok Onn

Jaafar, as a consequence of his visit to Ceylon (now Sri

lanka) in 1950. The purpose of the visit was to study

the rural development programme in the country. After

the visit a working paper was presented to the Majlis

Lembaga Persekutuan (Federal Board Council). It was the
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content of this paper that formed the basis of the

establishment of RIDA. As a government agency RIDA's

objectives were to rebuild rural society and improve its

economy.

In 1959, the authority established a training unit

headed by Tuan syed Alwi sheikh Alhadi. This unit

created Taman Asuhan RIDA (Kuala Lumpur) and Dewan

Latihan RIDA (Petaling Jaya).

Dewan Latihan RIDA began its operations in November

1956. It was officially opened by YB Tun Dr. Ismail

Dato' Abd. Rahman on the 14th. of February, 1957.

The courses which were conducted then were:-

1. A one-year course for the London Chamber of

Commerce Intermediate Examination.

2. A two-year preparatory course for the London

Chamber of Commerce Higher Examination.

3. An 18-day course for small businessmen.

4. A two-month course for coirmaking (This course was

terminated in May 1957).

In 1960, Dewan Latihan RIDA advanced a step further with

the grading of the entry requirements for its courses to

Cambridge School Certificate. Three new courses were

introduced:-

i) stenography.
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ii) Secretaryship (ACS).

iii) Accountancy (Australian Society of

Accountants).

Dewan latihan RIDA continued to develop and in 1962,

another professional course was introduced i.e. the

general Business Management course which prepared

students for an examination sponsored by the British

Institute of Management. In 1964, Dewan Latihan RIDA

held its first convocation. Fifty graduates were awarded

certificates by YAB Tun Abd. Razak, the Deputy Prime

Minister at that time.

2.3. MARA AND MAKTAB MARA (1965-1967)

At the Bumiputra Economic Congress in Kuala

Lumpur in 1965, 68 resolutions were passed. 22 of

them concerned the re-evaluation of the role and

objectives of RIDA, and new proposals to strengthen the

effectiveness of the authorities' activities. The first

step was to change the name RIDA to MARA. Thus in 1965,

the Majlis Amanah Rakyat Act was passed by parliament.

Under the new organization, Dewan latihan RIDA changed

its name to Maktab MARA in June 1965. Maktab MARA became

the most important unit under the MARA training section
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and continued to run the courses in Dewan Latihan RIDA.

In 1965, when the British Institute of Management was no

longer the board of examiners, Maktab MARA worked

towards the running of the business management course by

itself. Cooperation was obtained from the Ealing

Technical College, West London for the recognition of

the course and the college became its external examiner

to guarantee the standard of the Maktab MARA diploma.

2.4. INSTITUT TEKNOLOQI MARA (THE MARA INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY (October 1967)

A Manpower Survey conducted by the government with the

assistance of the United Nations in 1965 indicated that

there was a shortage of training manpower at the

professional and semi-professional level, especially

among Bumiputras (Sons of Soils). To overcome this

problem, a 500-acre land in Shah Alam was approved for

the foundation of Maktab MARA. On Saturday 14th.

October, 1967, the foundation stone was laid by YAB Tun

Abd. Razak Hussein in Shah Alam and Maktab MARA was

renamed Institute Teknologi MARA (the MARA Institute

of Technology). Work on the building was begun in early

1968 and in mid 1972 the Shah Alam campus was ready.
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In keeping with its rapid development, at the end of

1970, MIT was given full autonomy. It was no longer

under the MARA Training Section. It was placed directly

under the Ministry of Rural Development. From then

onwards, MIT continued to develop rapidly and

progressively in the history of higher education in the

country. In June, 1976, the MIT act was passed by

Parliament and MIT was placed under the Ministry of

Education.

At its 27th. meeting on the 18th. of November 1980, the

MIT council decided to fix the birth date of MIT as

1956, in accordance with the original concept for

the establishment of MIT. Whatever the name, whether

Dewan Latihan RIDA, Maktab MARA or MIT, the objectives

remain the same: an institution of higher learning that

exists to guarantee and improve the socio-economic

status of Bumiputras.

2.4.1. SHAH ALAM: THE CAPITAL QF SELANGQR AND THE MAIN

CAMPOS OF THE MARA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

From a 1800 - hectare oil estate, Shah Alam has now

developed into a modern city which is the capital of

Selangor Darul Ehsan. It was planned that Shah Alam

should develop alongside the other major towns in the
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Klang Valley, Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya, Klang and

Port Klang. Situated next to the Federal Highway,

Shah Alam links Kuala Lumpur, the Federal capital, with

Port Klang.

By the year 2020, Shah Alam will become a city that is

modern and completely equipped with public amenities to

support the high standard of living of its residents .

The Civic Centre provides facilities for cultural

activities, a library, a museum and a city council. Two

important recreation centres are the Shah Alam lake

Garden and Shah Alam Selangor Club. Shah Alam is also

well known as an industrial area. Among the industries

that are expanding rapidly are heavy industries which

include the factory producing the Proton Saga

(Proton Car), the national car.

MARA Institute of Technology remains as one of the

earliest developments in Shah Alam. The main campus

cover 150 hectares and stands as a symbol of higher

education in the region.

2.4.2. MIT BRANCH CAMPUSES

MIT can also be proud of its nine other branch campuses

in various states in the different parts of Malaysia. It

has a campus in every state except Kedah, Pulau Pinag,
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Negeri Sembilan and Federal Territory (Kuala Lumpur).

The nine campuses are situated in the following places

1. Perlis Branch campus in Arau, Perlis - established

in 1974 ( +2500 students).

2. Trengganu Branch Campus in Dungun, Trengganu

established in 1975 (+ 2500 students).

3. Sabah Branch Campus in Kuala Menggatal, Sabah

established in 1973 (+1500 students)

4. Serawak Branch Campus in Saraariang, Serawak

established in 1873 ( 1,389 students in 1989).

5. Perak branch campus in Manjong, Perak - introduced

in 1985 (+1500 students).

6. Melaka Branch Campus in Bandar Melaka, Melaka -

established in 1984 (+1500 students).

7. Kelantan Branch Campus in Kem Kijang, Kelantan -

established in 1985 (+1500 students)

8. Pahang Branch Campus in Kuantan, Pahang -

established in 1985 (+1500 students).

9. Johor Branch Campus in Segamat, Johor

established in 1985 (+1500 students).

The existence of the branch campuses provides more

excellent opportunities for the local Bumiputras to

pursue higher education and to attain higher economic

and social development. This, too, gives them a

competitive edge in the race towards scientific and

technological advancement.
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2.4.3. PHILOSOPHY OF MIT

The concept of the establishment of MIT is based on four

beliefs or truths which directly combine the

educational philosophy of this institute. A summary of

these principles is as follows

1. that every person possesses a natural capacity to

learn.

2. that education has a close relationship with the

needs and wants of the community.

3. that education can play an important role in

changing the socio-economic status of the society.

4. that development and success of the highest level

can only achieved through education.

2.4.4. MISSION OF MIT

To be an established and well-known higher academic

institution and at the same time to produce academic

excellence in the field of education as well as

professional training for the socio-economic development

of the nation.
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2.4.5. OBJECTIVES OF MIT

1. To produce candidates who are able mentally,

physically and spiritually in the field of

science, technology, business and management in

accordance with the needs of the nation.

2. To instil and encourage the characteristics of

trust, dedication, tolerance and loyalty among

students through the values of leadership and

discipline to enable them to become capable

leaders who are disciplined and productive and

in turn able to help uplift the standard of living

of the poor.

3. To cultivate an attitude of fearlessness and

truthfulness among students to enable them to

become independent.

4. To produce professionals who are resilient.

5. To produce students who are diligent and

industrious .

6. To increase the opportunities for further

education among working Bumiputras through the

course.

7. To raise the standard of education in order to

achieve a higher technological level to supply

the needs of the nation.

8. To carry out research projects through discussions

and observation with the business and industrial

sectors inside and the outside the nation.
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2.4.6. STRATEGIES OF MTT

The objectives would be attained through the following

strategies:-

1. Offering professional courses that are not found

in institutions of higher learning in this country

and strengthening the existing professional

courses.

2. Establishing, completing and extending the branch

campuses

3. By penetrating/permeating Islamic values in all

courses with the aim of fostering these values

among students.

4. Establishing, developing and extending co-

curricular activities such as PALAPES, KESATRIA,

KEMUSA,the Red Crescent Society, sports, Civil

defence, Police cadets, Public Service etc., to

enable the values of trust, faith, dedication,

tolerance, discipline and good manners to be

fostered among students.

5. Exposing all students to working experience

through practical training so as to enable them to

adjust more quickly to the working environment.

6. Improving the teaching/learning of English as a

second language in all courses to enable students
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to cope effectively in the international world of

business.

7. Extending and improving the use of computers in

all courses in accordance with the current

technological development.

8. Conducting remedial courses to enable weaker

students to adjust in courses more suitable for

them.

9. Studying, researching and to ensure revising the

curriculum for all courses that are offered to

ensure that they are in accord with the needs of

the nation.

10. Establishing relationships and improving

cooperation with local and foreign institutions of

higher learning to enable twinning and advanced

courses to be carried out.

11. By improving the lecturer-student ratio, to ensure

effective teaching/learning.

12. Improving, completing and and extending the basic

facilities necessary for the institute and its

students in order to create a harmonious and

peaceful campus environment

13. Organising, updating and improving the training

system for both academic and non-academic staff

with the aim of improving their knowledge and

experience which may result in a higher level of

achievement for teaching/learning and servicing.
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2.4.7. ADMINISTRATION

MIT is managed by Governing Council know as the Majlis

Institut Teknologi MARA (MARA Institue of Technology

Coucil). The Institute is headed by a Director under

whose jurisdiction are five main divisions, namely:

Administrative Services Division, Academic Affairs

Division, Students Affairs Divisions, Finance Division,

and Library Service Division (see appendix A & B)

2.4.8. ACADEMIC PROGRAMME AND SCHOOLS QF MIT

Currently, the MARA Institute of Technology offers more

than 92 courses through 12 schools, naroely:-

1. Schoo1 of Business and Management.

2 . School of Accountancy.

3 . School of Administration and Law.

4 . School of Mathematical and Computing Science.

5 . Schoo1 of Engineering.

6 . Schoo1 of Art and Design.

7 . Schoo1 of Architecture, Planning and Surveying

8 . School of Hotel Management and Catering.

9 . Schoo1 of Applied Science.

10 . Schoo1 of Library and Information Science.
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11. School of Mass Communication.

12. School of Secretarial Science.

The MIT runs a wide range of courses, some leading

directly to examinations of various professional bodies,

but most to internal qualifications awarded by the

Institute. A number of courses lead to diplomas after 3

years from the comparable standard of GCE O-Level. In a

few subjects the Institute offers Advanced Diplomas,

2-year courses leading on from the Diploma up to Honours

degree level. Continuous assessment is the main feature

of student evaluation. The Diploma in Law is a 3-year

post-STPM/HSC (GCE A-Level) course, and some other

Diplomas run for 4-years post SPM/MCE (GCE O-Level).

The Institute grants 3 post-graduate degrees: Executive

Master's in Business Administration (EMBA) in 1984,

Master's in Business Administration (MBA) in 1991

(MIT- Ohio University) and postgz-aduate (Diploma in

Library Science); 2 Bachelor's programmes: Bachelor in

Business Administration (MIT-Ohio University) in 1975

and Bachelor of Science (Hons.) in Computer Science

(MIT-National University of Malaysia, 8 external

courses (United Kingdom), more than 16 advanced

diplomas, 52 diplomas (13 recognised by the Malaysian

Government as equivalent to a general degree) and 9

certificates.
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2.4.9. ADMISSION AND DURATION OF STUDY

The MIT operates on a semester basis and admits students

twice yearly (in January and July). The first semester

runs from July to November, the second semester from

January to May of the following year. Every year the

number of applications for admission to the Institute

far outstrips the number of places available.

The educational standard required for admission to

diploma courses is the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia

(Malaysian Certificate of Education) or the Cambridge

Overseas School Certificate of Education or the

Cambridge Overseas Certificate equivalent with credit in

five subjects including Bahasa Me lays ia (Malay

Language), English, and Mathematics. For some

specialised courses, the entry qualifications differ:

the Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia (Malaysian

Higher School Certificate) is required for Law, Library

Science and Mass Communication diplomas which are

recognised by the Malaysian Government as equivalent to

a general degree.

Since 1974, the Institute has operated a two-tier system

for most of its courses. The first tier consists of a

broad-based three to four year diploma programme. In
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the second tier, the high achievers are selected for a

further two years training period after which they are

awarded advanced diploma to enable them to become

professionals.

Special study programmes enabling Bumiputra students

to graduate with American degrees have been arranged in

liaison with American Universities, i.e. Maryland, the

Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA)

through Ohio University. There are also special

programmes to enable buraiputra students to take

examinations to qualify them for entry into British and

French Universities.

The Institute Diploma is a 4-points cumulative grade

system is used by all schools mentioned above:

2. 4.1C). MIT DIPLOMAS

A 4 .00 excellent

B 3 .99-3 .00 good

C 2.99-2.00 average

D 1 .99-1 .00 weak

E 0.99-0 .00 fail

X absent with permission or incomplete with

permission

Y absent without permission.
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Each course earns a specific number of credits,

depending on the work involved. Academic achievement is

measured by grade points. On the 0-5 point scale, each

credit hour with A earns 4 grade points, B earns 3, C

earns 2, D earns 1 and F earns none. The student's

grade-point average (GPA) is calculated by dividing the

total number of grade points (reached by multiplying the

grade point for each course by the credit-hours of the

course and then adding all) the total number of

credit-hours of enrolment. Students must normally

maintain a minimum GPA of 2.0 to remain in good academic

standing.

The cumulative grade-point average is the sum total of

credit points obtained for all semesters divided by the

total number of credit hours attempted for all

semesters.

2.4.11. THE ACADEMIC CENTRES OF MIT

There are five academic centres in the MIT as follows:-

1. Off-Campus Education Centre (introduced in early

1973 .

2. Language Centre (established in 1972)

3. Islamic Education Centre

4. Centre for Preparatory Education in 1984)

5. Malaysian Entrepreneurship Development Centre

(established in 1975) .
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2.4.11.1 LANGUAGE CENTRE

Language Centre at MIT, Shah Alam was establised in late

1972 and began functioning as a department in 1973. It

offers several language courses run by three sub-

departments. The English Language Department offers

English courses from introductory level to the advanced

type. The Asian and European Language Department offers

French, German, Mandarin, Arabic, Tamil, Italian and

Japanese Language courses. The Bahasa Malaysia

Department offers Bahasa Malaysia courses to most

schools and teaching staff .

The Language Centre aims to give thorough training in

the language of the different country. It also provides

the latest development and methods in language teaching.

It largely acts as a storage and distribution centre for

language teaching and language learning facilities.

Equal attention is given to all areas of instruction

from introductory courses to the advanced courses .
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1. The Academic Staff of the Language Centre

The academic staff in this centre have high

qualifications and a great deal of experience. Besides

these, they receive training from time to time to

ensure they are expert in using the latest methods

of language teaching and learning. Most of them hold

a Master's degree in their field of teaching and some

of them are doing Ph.D. research either locally or

abroad. The language centre itself also prepares

courses in the form of workshops, seminars and

conferences to help staff members. Foreign embassies

also offer "refresher" courses in the form of short

and long term courses .

2. Language Programmes

2.1 The English Language Department

English is a compulsory subject for all MIT students .

The English Department, the biggest department in the

MIT, is serving about 10,000 students in the main

campus. English courses have been designed according to

the trend, specialization and the students' major.
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The students' placement in the programme is based on

their level of proficiency in the placement test which

is given to all new students.

The English courses offered can be divided into the

following:-

1. Remedial - basic language courses for remedial

purposes:

a. Pre-Diploma English courses.

b. Intensive English courses,

c . Foundation English courses .

d. Level One English courses.

2. Proficiency - middle level courses that

emphasize proficiency,

a. Intermediate English Courses.

3. English For Specific Purposes - courses are based

on the frequency of English used in the particular

field of specialization or profession.

a. Level Two English Courses.

b. Advanced Diploma English Courses.

4. Special English Courses - specially designed to

meet the students' need and the academic

requirements:-

a. English for External Courses.
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b. English for short courses.

c. Communicative English Packages

5. The Diploma In TESL Programme

The Language Centre has introduced the Diploma in

TESL programme since July 1987. This one-year

course is open to all applicants having a Bachelor

degree from any recognized local or foreign

universities. The objective of this course is to

prepare students and provide the exposure in

language and language teaching. So far, 16

students have received their diploma and most of

them have been offered the job as English lecturer

in the MARA Instute of Technology.

2.2. The Bahasa Malaysia Deportment

This department offers Bahasa Malaysia courses to

MIT students. Courses on teaching skills in Bahasa

Malaysia are offered to academic staff .

1. Bahasa Malaysia for Specific Purposes - the

course is offered to meet requirements of the
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schools and professions for translation in

Bahasa Malaysia (Diploma in Stenography),

Principles of Bahasa Malaysia (Art Teaching

Diploma), Technical Bahasa Malaysia (Diploma in

Science), Bahasa Malaysia for specific purposes

(Diploma in Mass Communication).

2 . Courses In Bahasa Malaysia - the courses offered

are Language in Translation (Diploma in Mass

Communication).

3. Proficiency In Bahasa Malaysia - special courses

are conducted for MIT academic staff to further

improve their Bahasa Malaysia proficiency in

teaching and short courses occasionally offered

for MIT non-academic staff.

2.3. The Asian And European Language Department

The department has six language units. The languages

offered are Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), Indian (Tamil),

French, Japanese, German and Italian. Korean and Spanish

will be introduced in the coming years . The languages

make up the electives for interested students and course

subjects for those who take them formally. At the end of
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their courses students are expected to be able to roaster

the vocabulary and with the help of grammar as the

basis, to understand, write and speak in the different

languages.

2.3.1. Arabic Language Unit

Arabic language is one of the languages taught in the

MIT. Originally, at the beginning of the 1980s, the

technique of teaching Arabic at the MARA Institute of

Technology was to follow the old method (Translation and

Grammar Method). This old method is not suitable for

short courses in MIT. For this reason, the Arabic

Language Unit started introducing a new method,

namely teaching Arabic as a communicative language.

For the time being, the series of books al-CArabiyyat
Li al-Nashiin (Arabic Language for Beginners), book

one and two by Dr. Mahmild Isma c il Sir\\ , Nasif

Mustafa cAbdul cAziz and Mukhtar al-Tahir Husain, First

Edition, published by the Ministry of Education, the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1983 are used as text - books

in the Arabic Language Unit. Although these textbooks

fulfil the needs of studying in MIT nowadays, after

five (5) years, the Unit feels the need to develop a
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curriculum/syllabus in Arabic for schools that need

(Arabic for specific purposes).

As a result, the Arabic Language Unit plans to produce

new text - books for basic Arabic based on its

experience of using the series of books mentioned

above . The unit intends to produce text - books that

are really appropriate to the needs of teaching and

learning Arabic in the MARA Institute of Technology

and to do this with the latest methods of teaching

referred to in al-cArabiyyat Li al-Nashiin, by

studying its advantages and disadvantages.

In the long term, the plan is to produce Arabic text¬

books for specific purposes. However, besides the basic

Arabic and Arabic for specific purpose, Islamic values

are emphasised as an integral part of every level

of Arabic language .

2.3.1.1. Course Length

The duration of the course is divided into four (4)

stages in line with the semester system. It takes two

years to complete the course. For library Science

students this course is carried out in three stages, or

one and half years only. The contact hours for each

stage is four a week. Within the time allocated, the

students are expected to be able to speak/converse in
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Arabic with appropriate vocabulary and usage of

grammar ( ° ^ ), also to read and write

fairly competently in basic Arabic .

2.3.1.2. Objectives

A- General Objectives

1 . To provide an opportunity for the MARA Institute

of Technology students who will be involved in

professional field to be able to communicate and

participate directly and so compete with business

people and foreign professionals in Malaysia and

in countries where the use of Arabic language is

prevalent.

2. To encourage the MIT graduates to migrate and to

exercise their professional and business expertise

in countries where Arab professionals and

businessmen dominate the economy.

3. To make it easier for MIT graduates to carry out

their expertise when they work in firms and Arab

finance institutes inside and outside the country.

4. To encourage investment between Malaysia and the

Middle Eastern countries in order to help hasten
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the development of national industrialization,

which is the main goal of the government at

present.

B- Specific Objectives

1. To understand clearly the professional field

through Arabic and thus to foster a good and close

relationship with the Arab world through existing

professional fields.

2. To make communication easy with the Arab world

through its mother tongue, the Arabic language.

3. To understand Arabic texts that will help students

to a better understanding of current knowledge in

various disciplines.

2.3.1.3 Approach

The teaching and learning of Arabic in terms of

integration is based on the communicative approach.

This new approach emphasizes four integrated skills,

listening ( ^ ^ ' ). speaking (
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reading ( tS ^ ^ ^ anc* writing ( A -J• \ ) ■

60% of the course content consists in communication

because the objective of the teaching of Arabic in this

unit is to increase the students' ability to communicate

both orally and in writing in the language they are

studying.

Every semester students devote about 60 hours to a

foreign language subject. The contact hours for each

stage are four a week, including oral activities one

hour a week.

2.3.1.4. Method of Teaching

This is carried out in two parts

1. Oral

Emphasis is given to daily conversation in

situations which are appropriate to students'

background from the academic point of view.

Pronunciation and phonetics are also included.
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2. Writing

It includes other areas which are connected to

writing, for example; reading comprehension,

composition, spelling and so forth. It also

includes hand writing ( ).

Teaching is done in lecture rooms for three hours a week

with the use of textbook for students ( )

and the lecturers use the teacher's guide book

( yrA_jA,\ r > Vlo" ) as a guide to teach students and
other materials prepared by the lecturers.

Oral activities are carried out in the language

laboratory ( \ ) for one hour a week with

the use of tapes that coordinate with the text book.

Other suitable recordings prepared by lecturers or

imported from West Asia countries are also used in

this class.

Other classroom activities such as oratorical contest,

debates, quizzes, study tours and other related

activities are carried out to expose students to the

Arabic language.
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2.3.1.5. Assessment

Tests take place during the semester to appraise

students' ability in using Arabic. 60% of the total mark

is based on continuous/ongoing assessment during the

semester and gives emphasis to the oral test. This

assessment includes communication, reading, dictation

and writing.

40% of the final exam consists of a written test. (see

appendix C for detail).

2.3.1.6. *he Arabic language Level

1. Elementary bevel:

ARB 101 - ARB 102 130 hours.

2 . Intermadiate Level:

ARB 103 - ARB 104 130 hours.
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2.3.1.7. Syllabus For Arabic

Elementary Level: ARB 101 & 102

I- Course Description

This is the first two parts of a four-part programme

for Arabic Language offered at the MARA Institute of

Technology. This course teaches the student to read,

write, understand and converse in basic Arabic. Emphasis

will be placed on developing students' writing skills

and effective oral communication skills in situation

contexts. The course also aims to develop students'

confidence through encouraging self-awareness.

II- Course Objectives

At the end of the course students should be able to:-

1. read and understand simple texts in Arabic using

simple grammar and vocabulary.

2. write complete, grammatically correct sentences in
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3.

simple Arabic.

demonstrate oral communication skills in

delivering speeches and participating in debates.

Ill- Course Content

1 . DT.AIOGUK ( ^ )

PABT QMS' < >

Unit 1. ^ page". 2

Unit 2. page: 7

Unit 3. <p vpage: 12

Unit 4. ? UiJj \ \ page: 17
u

Unit 5. page: 22

Unit 6. page: 27
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PART TWO: ( }

Unit 7: page: 33

Unit 8: Jo Page : 40

Unit 9: \ page: 47

Unit 10: Cyr-3^ page: 54

Unit 11: \(_S_>Ui\,j? page: 61

Unit 12: vJ5 page: 68

L> go ^ <o 3 a—-^j->-^ )PART THREE: ( 3

Unit 13: page: 76

Unit 14: page: 82

Unit 15: M page: 88

Unit 16: cIh^1 Pag®= 94
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Unit 17: Page: 100

Unit 18: ? 2~ ^ page: 106

PART FOUR ( )

Unit 19: <—kj>- | Page: 114

Unit 20: 9 ^iXo^U Page: 121

Unit 21: 6 Paee : 127

Unit 22: O \Jc* Page: 134

Unit 23: d_J^V Page: 141

Unit 24: Page: 147

PART FIVE ( >

v

Unit 25: v, ^ ^ Pa®e: 156
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Unit 26: 3V Page: 166

Unit 27: _ ^ ^ Pa®e: 177
vs \ ->>3—^

\J\J.\.f*S\ Page: 168Unit 28:

Unit 29: -L9^-^N<JV. Pa6e: 202

v3
V ^

Unit 30: Pa®e: 213

y2. PHRASE ( )

PART ONE

Unit 1: page 2

^ - f c^Jb ^J>U -

Unit 21 page 7

Vj ^ • » t t •
oJ>V^»o _ ^ J \ vV'k ~~^^
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Unit 3: Page 12

9 V> <j\ -cJiVt 69^ 'f C-J'U (jr°

Unit 4: pass 17

c^>U> - jfu- V " ^ * G>J

Unit 5: Page 22

VlL^ v_^> \ ^ ? Vjk£> 9> - \_> t

Unit 6: page 27

*" 9>\ L"§ ^ ^>3 y — V Ay 9

PART TWO

Unit 1- page 33

/
9 -^3 VJ> — *—^\

Unit 8: page 4Q

>yy> 9 \ ' _ csy0 N ^ *
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Unit 9: page 47

Unit 1Q: page 54

i

> ) \\_3 <~ *jO _> ^ — U_£> 0

Unit 11: page 61

<K^P - 3) _ V \)p ^ t\-£>
— <-1

' ^Ul

Unit 12: papce 68

vl^'t _ v3-
■+ x. M ~

PART THRKK

Unit 13= page 76

\ £?\ (y

Unit 14: page 82

_> v_$ —x_>-£ — <P< *-& vjo (jf t cJ !t
-\ -
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Unit 15: page 88

V-«-P 1-1_D \J,

Unit 16• page 94

— v y. o \ \ '^3 ~ 4—^-Xl \ /> Vo \ \
Vt % '

• ella3 CJ \ _j 5 vV-^* *

Unit 17: page iqq

—4
V^J?_3 V)^> __ vjr» ^ :> V=> V_> f

Unit 18: page 106

jJ J A\ _ ()J> V-^> -W>3Xj Lr?

N -X-<

3. NOUNS ( )

PART ONE

Unit 1• page 2

^UI - iy^\ -
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Unit 2: page 7

^ \ _ (x ^ \ _ ^j) \ - 4.Jli A>
M "

Unit 3= page 12

- cy_>^ ~ _v^5^
Unit 4- page 17

-^> i — C>0^_a_P> - & j \)/2_^>

Unit 5: page 22

~ >LJJ\ - -cLPW>

Unit 6: page 27

' *
. ' <• M

\ - \ - _>JT I - 3 - ^^

PART TWO

Unit 7: page 33

O >Jlo .QU-^^ ~ ^ " (jyj> ^
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Unit 8: page 4Q

L5 V " ^

Unit 9: page 47

\v ^ ~ /u—^ - - ^U>
Unit 1Q: page 54

S? oo OXj \I /<& - \yJ.\ - -xj^

Unit Hi page 61

V), - OLo -V?- Cs> \?-> ~

Unit 12: page 68

PART THREE

Unit 13; page 76

\yj> - C_>V^>
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Unit 14: page 82

Unit 15: page 8R

Unit 16: page 94

/

A_J^Xo - \>- ) - * \b» - ^ jA-C- - <*• ^ 3

Unit 17: page 100

a^>AUM _ b^b>- ^ - fr,o^-
Unit 18: page 106

A - v_x<-A — (_) V — -^to 3^

4. SERBS. ( <b Las >

Unit 1: page 2 Unit 2: page 7

) V_b - I - f^->'
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Unit 3: page 12 Unit 4= page 17

^ c3 \—

Unit 5: page 22

\ ■ ' v\ - \ -

Unit 7: page 33

\_> — L-x-*o \
M

Unit 6= page 27

Unit 8: page 4Q

Unit 9: page 47 Unit 10: page 54

o~N _> \

Unit 11: page 61

unit 13: pafie 76

Unit 12- page 68
/ > t

\ - ->jj *

Unit 14: page 82

t-5 \

Unit 15: page 88 Unit 16: page 94

W3^ * - oO_j I — c_^1

Unit 17: page 1QQ

dJ^Vlo | _ \jy~~

Unit 18: page 106

OsV-> - (
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5 . GRAMMATICAL WORDS ( O \j£)

Unit 1• page 2

? V
V>o l>\

Unit 3: page 12

y.

Unit 5: naee 22

\
V-

'

$■
^ \

unit 7: page 33

V>D -

unit 9: page 47

3JD - ^5 — o Jj±

Unit Hi page 61

UD - Cs^

Unit 13: page 76

pAj - Oj;
Unit 15: page 58

4- J _ <? ^ U

jrj (3-®^

Unit 2- page 7

? s^o -

unit 4: page 17

cy_ ^ - i_J * s - ^

unit 6: page 27

v3 - Jy)^

unit 8: page 4Q

_P- ^ - v£
unit 1Q: page 54

*JjD - UJO

Unit 12: page 68

C AAU \ ) a-
— V

Unit 14: page 82

L> - (V°

Unit IB: page 94
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Unit 17: page 100 Unit 181 page 106

om (>-^-0*- ^ > S>
( \

NUMERALS ( ^ ^ b) \ )

Unit 1: page 2

V - V - \

Unit 3: page 12

V - 1

Unit 5: page 22

\\ - V

Unit 7: page 33

^—-> J^v) — _>r> Vj?

Unit 2: page 7

C> - L

Unit 4: page 17

- /V

Unit 6: pafte 27

W
— \

Unit 8: page 4Q

- 4-^o_)N
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Unit 9: page 47

- <L«

Unit 10: page 54

LS\ —» o

_ <i>

Unit 11- page 61 Unit 12: page 68

-
w _ \ Wn

Unit 13: page 76

\ /V - W

V-£ J KjJr Xx _^x>

Unit 15: page 66

Unit 14: page 82

- \°<

\ r\ ~_y^x-' t> _ ^ AJX—~X ~-

o„? 3

Unit 16: page 94

~

O

Unit 17: page 1QQ Unit 18: page 106

, O bb
I >\ .ft

O jxJ

. _ \Y

7. EXPRESSIONS (
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Unit h page 2 Unit 2- page 7

Ac
,

Unit 3: page 12 Unit 4: page 17

^Vv5 " \Z—^
Unit 5: page 22 Unit 10: page 54

<~> Cj /
O—^ ^ " \ y> V-^ ^ V>_s£i

Unit 12- page 68 Unit 14: page:82

s- v vJ I

Unit 16: page 94 Unit 17: page 100

AlA - J:3LAJ> A e^_> JlX^A ^

8. SOUNDS AND LETTERS/CONSONANTS ( A>_A c3 V/>A ( )

Unit 1: page 2

)p /Zj ~ ~V

Unit 2- page 7

£/ jD , I /o/L
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Unit 3= page 12

V /'e/L
UnJUL 4= page 17

-AP / J> -

t

» / <J-> /->

Unit 5= page 22

/o/^ -

Unit 6= page 27

-

Unit 7; page 33

Unit 8= page 4Q

cJ / £
Unit 9: page 47

-£> / O

Unit 10i page 54
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Unit 11• page 61

Unit 12: page 68

Unit 13= page 76

Unit 14: page 82

<// /
Unit 15i page 88

^

Unit 16: page 94

ty '
Unit 17'- page 1QQ

Unit 18- page 1Q6

T

o / >

r»

6 / iS

_ /o-J

- <///
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2.3.1.8. Text Book.

O0- <k o ^ (Arabic for Beginners/

Youths): a Complete Syllabus for Non-Arabic

Speakers, Book one (pp. 1-220), by Dr. Mahmud

Ismacil SinT Nasif Mustafa cAbdul CAziz and
* « . •

Mukhtar al-Tahir Husain, published by the Ministry

of Education, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, First

Edition, 1983.

2.3.1.9. References

1. Elementary Modern Standard Arabic by Raji

M. Raramuny, Ernest Mc Carus and Group I, II &

III.

2. Arabic Grammar I, II & III , by Mohd. Abdai

Rathory.

3. Kemudahan Bahasa Arab ( Arabic Made Simple)

I, II & III , by Mohd Kassim Yunus.

4. Percakapan Bahasa Arab Sehari - harian

(Arabic For Daily Speaking), by Hussein

Khaled Bahreisj.
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5. al-Hilal, by Syyed Ibrahim ibn Hasan ibn

Tahir al-cAlawi.

6. Arabic -Malay Dictionary, by Haji Mohd. Lazim

Haji Saim al-Jawhari.

7. al-Qamus al-MarbawT (Arabic - Malay

Dictionary) by Muhammad Idris al- Marbaw/' .
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CHAPTER 3

THE APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT OF THE ARABIC

TEXTBOOK ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION AT MIT: ARABIC

FOR BEGINNERS. BOOK ONE (ARB 101 AND ARAB 102).

3.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will discuss theoretically the

appropriate measurements of the Arabic textbook in the

MARA Institute of Technology. We mentioned in the

chapter two that the approach of the teaching of

Arabic in the MIT is a communicative approach. In the

beginning of this chapter we discuss in detail the

definition of the communicative language teaching,

the background, objective and other linguistic terms

( 4 j> ^ ) are often used in this

dissertation.
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3.2. COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING

< j r-U^t )
\ 1 "

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is one of the

methods in teaching foreign language that emphasize the

communication aspects. CLT intends to approach language

training instead of studying and analysing the word

content and also how to understand communication values

concealed inside it as spoken by the speaker or written

by the writer.

In this approach Littlewood (1981: 1) states his opinion

and argument, "One of the most characteristic features

of communicative language teaching is that it pays

systematic attention to functional as well as structural

aspects of language." and he (ibid: 95) adds that

"nobody will ever produce a definite teaching

methodology, not least because two of the most important

factors which have to be taken into account (the

communicative situation outside the classroom, and the

learner himself and the way he functions both inside and

outside the classroom) are extremely complex and poorly

understood."

Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983: 91-3) cited by Richards

and Rodgers (1986:67-68) describe the Communicative

Approach, according to their interpretation:-

1. Meaning is paramount.
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2. Dialogues, if used, centre around communicative

functions and are not normally memorized.

3. Contextualization is a basic premise.

4. Language learning is learning to communicate.

5. Effective communication is sought.

6. Drilling may occur, but peripherally.

7. Comprehensible pronunciation is sought.

8. Any device which helps the learners is accepted-

varying according to their age, interest,etc.

9. Attempts to communicate may be encouraged from the

very beginning.

10. Judicious use of native language is accepted where

feasible.

11. Translation may be used where students need or

benefit from it.

12. Reading and writing can start from the first day,

if desired.

13. The target linguistic system will be learned best

through the process of struggling to communicate.

14. Communicative competence is the desired goal (i.e.

the ability to use the linguistic system

effectively and appropriately).

15. Linguistic variation is a central concept in

materials and methodology.

16. Sequencing is determined by any consideration of

content, function, or meaning which maintains

interest.
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17. Teachers help learners in any way that motivates

them to work with the language.

18. Language is created by the individual often

through trial and error.

19. Fluency and acceptable language is the primary

goal: accuracy is judged not in the abstract but

the context.

20. Students are expected to interact with other

people, either in the flesh, through pair and

group work, or in their writings.

21 . The teacher cannot know exactly what language the

students will use.

22. Intrinsic motivation will spring from an interest

in what is being communicated by the language.

3.2.1. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE CLT

Richards and Rodgers (1986: 66) state that the CLT

approach has two aims:-

a. make communicative competence the goal of language

teaching;

b. develop procedures for teaching of the four

language skills that acknowledge the

interdependence of language and communication.
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Munby (1978: 26) states "It seems clear that

communicative competence includes the ability to use

linguistic forms to perform communicative acts and to

understand the communicative functions of sentences and

their relationship to other sentences."

Piepho (1981) in Richards and Rodgers (1986: 73)

discusses the following levels of objectives in a

communicative approach:

1. an integrative and content level (language as a

means of expression);

2. a linguistic and instrumental level (language as a

semiotic system and an object of learning);

3. an affective level of interpersonal relationship

and conduct (language as a means of expressing

values and judgments about oneself and others);

4. a level of individual learning needs (remedial

learning based on error analysis);

5. a general educational level of extra-linguistic

goals (language learning within the school

curriculum).

3.2.2. TEXTBOOK (

'Textbook' in common usage is a book about a particular

subject that is intended for students to use; while
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al-Qasimi has defined the textbook as the

textbook, supporting materials such as dictionary,

written drills book ( ^ Ct j> C>lU ), sound

drills book( />_.) \ Cj-' > (_j> 'C_) ), graded reading book
M

( ^ ^ ^ >X3\ C-J ), test / examination book

{_> XJ, ) and audio - visual aids ( \£ V_^> j,

^ ^ ) ■ These three main components
complement each other and are an essential condition for

teaching Arabic to non-Arabic speakers in the desired

manner to fulfil the desired result. (al-Qasimi: 1980:

75) .

3.2.3. LEARNER AND METHOD ( a^ > >

Mackey: (1965: 325) and al-Qasimi: (1980: 89) say the

suitabilility of a method and textbook to a learner

depends on:-

i- his age;

ii- his aptitudes/ability;

iii- his second/foreign- language level;

iv- his interests/reasons for studying Arabic

(Is it a compulsory or optional/elective

subject?);

v- the time he can devote to learning Arabic;
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vi- the size of the group with whom he

practises the Arabic language; and

vii- the culture group to which he belongs.

3.2.4. THE AGE OF LEARNERS ( ^ )

The textbook designer should distinguish between the

teaching of Arabic to children and to teen-age/youth.

There are differences between these two kinds of

learners including level of physical, mental maturity,

interest, desire and appropriate teaching method.

A learner's age affects the suitability of a method in:

(1) content ( ^3 ) and (2) presentation ( ^ )

and practice ( 1 1 ). (al-Qasimi: 1980: 89 and

Mackey: 1965: 325).

3.2.5. PICTURE FUNCTION ( )

Picture is one of the most important functions to make

the textbook useful. We can use pictures to describe

or illustrate the meanings of words. Rivers says in this

matter "The picture, with accompanying voice, has a

greater sensory impact than lines on a printed page, or

even than that of the voice alone. With films

particularly, the student can also see the gestures and
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facial expressions which essential role in clarifying

that of the meaning which is conveyed by intonation and

tone of voice... The attention of the students is kept

focused on the picture, so that all the members of the

class are concentrating on the same thing at the same

time. This centering of attention is particularly

helpful for weaker students, who, in a reading-writing

or even in a purely aural-oral situation, frequently

find their minds wandering to other things than the

point on which the teacher is concentrating. (Rivers:

1981: 207-208).

There are three main types of pictures to use in the

teaching of Arabic to non-Arabic speakers: thematic

picture ( o j ), mnemonic picture

( S ) and semantic picture

( j j -5^ ^ ■ Mackey (1965: 245) illustrates the

types of pictures in teaching foreign language:

"Thematic pictures are those used simply to illustrate a

theme or a text. Their use in getting across can only

be incidental to their function as illustration. They

may give the learner a desire to read the text in order

to understand the significance of the illustration,... A

picture may illustrate the text of the lesson in order

to focus the attention of the learner on what the text

says by helping him to imagine it." Thematic pictures

most often interpret a single theme, e.g. family leaving
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on a holiday ( ^—/0—^S s ^ ^ ); winter

season in Scotland ( & j_JL> _qX .^> \ (_? 5 \ ^ ),
*- - r

the view of seaside ( j>^_M v Jp \ ^ c_-^ \ ).
s-' ->

and so forth. Mnemonic pictures designed to

remind the students of the particular words or sentences

or picture a situation. While semantic pictures

( 4 o ) are used to illustrate a special

meaning. Mackey: (1965: 246) adds that "Where a picture

is used for teaching of meaning, it is important to

make sure that the picture is not ambiguous. For

purposes of clarity, a drawing is often better than than

a photograph; a simple drawing, better than a complex

one. To be clear, the picture must contain only what the

words mean; there must be nothing in the picture that is

not contained in the sentence. For example, one picture

in beginner's text has a man pointing to a hat hanging

on a hook in the wall; but there also happens to be a

portrait hanging on the same wall, and it is not clear

whether the man is pointing to the portrait or to the

hat." The existence of the portrait here is not only

unnecessary but confusing or more complicated.
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3.3. THE KVM.nATT.OH OF THK TEXTBOOK

u5i\ »

The evaluation of the textbook can be either

summative ( L^jt^ ) / end-of-course ( ^ )
or formative (

^ ^ j^X \ ) /ongoing \ ) and
guiding (vS ;> L^->) . (Candlin & Breen: 1979: 188) and

(Murphy : 1985). There are two kinds of evaluation

demands we have to point out, "external" and "internal".

The distinction between 'internal' and 'external'

evaluation is related to the distinction between

'formative' and 'summative' evaluation, in that the

purpose of external evaluation tends to be the same as

those of summative evaluation ( v \jgJ>^\ \ ),

and internal evaluation (
^ ^ ^ias

to be conducted to formative evaluation. However Potts

(1985) says that "certain differences should be noted,

for the descriptions are rather different according to

whether we are considering them in the context of an

'objective' or 'communicative' curriculum." (Potts:

1985: 25).
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3.4. SELECTION AND ORGANISATION OF TEXTBOOK CONTENT

^ \ (_^^50\ 3_^ ^

The selection and organisation of the textbook is the

most important thing in the teaching of Arabic as

a foreign language especially in MIT because the aim of

teaching of Arabic in this Institute is to increase the

student's ability to communicate both orally and in

written form in the Modern Standard Arabic. Van Elt

(1984) says the selection of textbook is an important

decision, "The dominant role that a textbook plays

in FLT makes the selection of that textbook an

important decision. Individual teachers have, in

general, little influence on such important matters as

educational policy, objectives, duration of the course,

curriculum, etc., but the textbook, being a focal

point for both learner and teacher determines the

daily activities in the classroom and to a considerable

extent, the content and form of teaching: the textbook

is structured, ideally, in such a way that it reflects

the available insights, ideas, traditions, experience,

and research data." (Van Elt: 1984: 298)

The programme designer should know how to

distinguish between the following two stages in the

selection of a textbook, (Ibid:299)
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1. Global selection. This is a first selection of

textbooks which have sufficient superficial

appeal. The information needed to make such a

choice can be obtained from textbook reviews,

user's judgement, information from authors and

publishers, and the teacher's own global analysis

(based, for instance, on a textbook typology).

2. Analysis of the textbooks remaining after first

selection. For this purpose checklists,

comparative textbook descriptions, detailed

comments from users, and, where available, reports

on empirical research into the effects of the

textbooks in question can be very useful.

3.5. TYPE QF TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Richards & Rodgers (1986) have discussed the

type and range of teaching and learning "The range

of exercise type and activities compatible with a

communicative approach is unlimited, provided that

such exercises enable learners to attain the

communicative objectives of the curriculum, engage

learners in communication, and require the use of such

communicative processes as information sharing,
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negotiation of meaning and interaction. Classroom

activities are often designed to focus on completing

tasks that are mediated through language or involve

negotiation of information and information sharing."

(Richards & Rodgers: 1986: 76).

These achievements take many forms as states by many

linguists. Wright (1976) achieves it by showing

out-of-focus slides which the students attempt to

identify. Byrne (1977) provides incomplete plans and

diagrams which students have to complete by asking for

information. Allwright (1977) places a screen between

students and gets one to place objects in a certain

pattern: this pattern is then communicated to students

behind the screen, (cited by Richards: 1989: 76).

Littlewood (1981) in Richars & Rodgers (1986: 76)

distinguishes between "functional communication

activities" and "social interaction activities" as

major activity types in Communicative Language Teaching.

Functional communication activities include such tasks

as learners comparing sets of pictures and noting

similarities and differences; working out a likely

sequence of events in a set of pictures; discovering

missing features in a map or picture; one learner

communicating behind a screen to another learner and

giving instructions on how to draw a picture or shape,

or how to complete a map; following directions; and
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solving problems from shared clues. Social interaction

activities include conversation and discussion sessions,

dialogues and role plays, simulations, skits,

improvisations, and debates.

3.6. THE APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT TO EVALUATE THE

MATERIAL CONTENT/TEXTBOOK

The appropriate measurements have been suggested by

Candlin and Breen (1979) to evaluate the material

content or textbook as follows:-

1 . Content Focus ( \ ) .

2. Content Sequenced ( ^ ^ ^ ).
3. Content Subdivision ( )•

4. Content Continuity ( (_^ ^J°\ ■ A )
5 . Content Bxrection ( ( ^

1. Content Focus ( )
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The textbbok designer should distinguish between the

Explicit Focus ( \ ^£>^3° \ ) and the Implicit

Focus ( ^ ^ textbook content.

The textbook writer may adopt a specific situation like

"Mother's day" (t ~ j j)\ C'^ as explicit content
and grammatical problems ( ^ ) likeAj^.
"Verbal Sentence" ( d^Jv_eK3 aXS* ) or «• V_c- o

"Nominal Sentence" ( V ) as the

implicit content.

2 . Content Sequence ( (_S S->J? \ Vlj )

The Programme author may design the textbook, for

example, from simplicity ( \ ) to

complexity ( \ ), or from frequency )

to infrequency ( -> ) or from sensory ( \ ) to

abstract /significative ( C_£ \ ) it depends on the

learner's knowledge and abilities. The sequency may be

cyclic ( ^ ) or modular ( j> j?£ ) •

3 . Content Subdivision ( ^ \ )

There are many questions for the textbook designers to
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subdivided the content into parts, and into units or

section of the parts? What are the criteria on which

chapters, parts, units, sections, lessons,

drills/exercises or parts of drills divided?.

4. Content Contimiity ( )

continuity can be identified in at least four areas.

Firstly, continuity could be from one activity to

another and from one task to another. Secondly,

continuity potentially within communicative acts during

the learning and teaching, both in term of communication

in lessons including sequences of negotiation and within

the discourse of language data in terms of fit sequences

of utterances. Thirdly, continuity comes through

ideational knowledge. Finally, continuity can reside

within a cycle of skill-use during an activity. e.g.

progression from reading to note-taking to speaking.

5 . Content Pirf>nt.inn ( \ jjy )

The textbook author should choose either the explicit
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content direction ( ^>-<P O2--"1 ) or implicit

content direction ( (^<£lpJ\ ,\ ) and ask is the
learner assumed to follow the direction of the materials

from the beginning to the end? or is the direction to

be taken open to discussion with the learner's ability?

3.7. THE APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT TO EVALPATE THE TYPE

OF TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Candlin & Breen (1979) suggested the suitable

measurement to evaluate the type of teaching and

learning activities as follows

1. Process-Oriented Material ( ^A-s» \_D ( );
2. Classroom Procedures (s I );

3. Teachers' Roles (

4. Learner' Roles ( \ 3 >5
5. Learner's Process Competence ( ^ ^

In this dissertation we choose the appropriate

measurement of the type of learning and teaching
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activities suggested by Richards & Rodgers (1986) as

follows:-

"The emphasis in Communicative Language Teaching on the

processes of communication, rather than mastery of

language forms, leads to different roles for learners

from those found in more traditional second language

classrooms." (Richards: 1989: 77). Breen and Candlin

(1980) state that the learner's role within

Communicative Language Teaching is "The role of learner

as negotiator-between the self, the learning process,

and the objective of learning-emerges from and

interacts with the role of joint negotiator within

the group and within the classroom procedures and

activities which the group undertakes. The implication

for the learner is that he should contribute as much

as he gains, and thereby learn in an interdependent

way." (Breen & Candlin: 1980: 100).

1. Learner Roles ( )
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2. Teacher Roles ( \ J> ^ ^ )

The teacher's role in this approach is more emphasized

as an assessor and as researcher on the students'

progress and ability in language learning, especially

for weaker students. Several roles are assumed for

teachers in communicative Language Teaching. Breen and

Candlin state that "The teacher has two main roles:

the first role is to facilitate the communication

process between all participants in the class room, and

between these participants and the various activities

and texts. The second role is to act as an independent

participant within the learning-teaching group.This

latter role is closely related to the objectives of

the first role and arises from it. These roles imply a

set of secondary roles for the teacher: first, as an

organizer of resources and as a resource himself,

second, as a guide within the classroom procedures

and activities... A third role for the teacher is that

of researcher and learner- with much to contribute in

terms of appropriate knowledge and abilities, actual and

observed experience of the nature of learning and

organizational capabilities. As a participant-observer,

the teacher has the opportunity to 'step back' and

monitor the communicative process of learning-teaching . "

(Breen & Candlin: 1980: 99).
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In this matter, Littlewood (1981: 19) says that

"There may be occasions when the teacher decided to

exercise a more immediate influence over the language

used. Most obviously he may need to discourage learners

from resorting to their mother tongue in moments of

difficulty. He may also decide that a particular error

is so important that he must correct it at once, to

prevent it from becoming fixed in the learners' speech".

3. The Role Of Instruetlong1 Materals

Candlin & Breen (1986: 94) say " Materials and realia

play an increasing role, however, in later learning

stages. For absolute beginners, lessons may not require

the use of materials, since the teacher's voice,

actions, and gestures may be a sufficient basis for

classroom activities. Later the teacher may use common

classroom objects, such as books, pens, cups, furniture.

As the course develops, the teacher will need to make or

collect supporting materials to support teaching points.

These may include pictures, realia, slides, and word

charts. Ashar has developed Teaching Physical Response

(TPR) student kits that focus on specific situations,
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such as the home ( -—), the supermarket

( \ ^ \ ), the beach ( ^-5^ \ ) ■

Students may use the kits to construct scenes ( e.g.,

"Put the stove in the kitchen" ( ^ ^ ■

Littlewood (1981: 22) has suggested many different

activities as follows

1. "sharing information with restricted

cooperation;"

2. "sharing information with unrestricted

cooperation;"

3. "sharing the processing of information;" and

4. "Processing information".

3.8. OBJECTIVE OF THE TEACHING OF ARABIC IN THE BOOK QF

ARABIC FOR BEGINNERS

The series of Arabic for youth

consists of six books for the student ( N O VX) )

and also six books for the teacher or teacher's guide

( \ Cj^ ) but in this Dissertation, we want to

analyze and evaluate just the first book.
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The general objectives of the series are to enable the

learner to communicate in standard Arabic js>-M )

both orally and in written form after the completion of

the series with the following aims:-

1. To understand Arabic language as spoken by native

speakers.

2. To speak Arabic in an acceptable manner.

3. To be able to read and understand the theme arad

ideas of written works in Arabic books, magazines,

newspapers, etc .

4. To be able to express of his own accord by writing

Modern Standard Arabic in a comprehensible manner.

5. To recognise both Arabic-Islamic and general

culture.

6. To master the construction of the language like

sounds, vocabularies, grammar in advanced level

(Husain: 1989: 1).

Nasban (1990) says the writers of the serie s believe

that "the pure grammar is an integral part of the

functional grammar which appears in the series.

Teaching points have been presented for the following

reasons:-

1. Arabic is taught by the interaction and inter

relation of skills and elements, and there should be set
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targets to achieve planned levels of listening,

speaking, reading and writing suited to the students'

level of comprehension of the nature and function of

sounds, grammar and vocabulary.

2. The series adopts the oral approach, on the

argument that language is mainly spoken.

The authors therefore concentrate more on listening and

speaking in the first two books. Reading and writing

skills nevertheless are not neglected as these follow

the listening and speaking skills.

The texts of the series are presented in different ways

such as dialogues, reading texts, and texts in the form

of plays. The texts in the first two series are

specially written by the authors themselves. The first

two books contain completely vocalized texts." (Nasban:

1990: 98-99)

The series depends on audio-visual aids, the main one

being pictures which play an important role in

explaining the different situations in the dialogue and

reading texts and drills. Arabic is taught by the direct

method, communication approach and the teacher should

not refer to the middle language ( cJ d ^ )•

(Introduction:).

It is worth mentioning that the design of units varies

from book to book depending on the ultimate goal set by
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the teacher.(Nasban: 1990: 100)

The first book comprises thirty dialogue texts, eight

reading texts, one hundred and ten constuctions of the

Arabic Grammar and four hundred and forty-five

words or common expressions ( r>_. & ) .

(Introduction: ). The first book of the series of

Arabic for Beginners consists of five parts
- * •"

( ^ ) and each part consists of six units
( c" J •, )• The first book is used for the time

being as a textbook at the Arabic Language Unit, MARA

Institute of technology for Arabic elementary level.
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CHAPTER 4:

PRACTICAL PART QF THE STPDY

4.1. THE PRACTICAL PART QF STUDY OK MATERIAL CONTENT IN

THE BOOK QF ARABIC FOR BEGINNERS. BOOK ONE.

The aim of this chapter is practical study on Arabic

for Beginnners, book one in two parts; the firt part

will concentrate on the textbook content and the second

part will concentrate on the material type of learning

and teaching activities.

We will discuss and concentrate in this part of our

study on appropriate measurements of the material

content in the Arabic for Beginners, book one as

fo Hows : -
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1. Content Focus ( C_s" )>

2. Content Sequence ( \_i> );

3. Content Subdivision ( ls \ );

4. Content Continuity ( -A > );

5. Content Direction ( is ) _a \-al> v ) .

1. Content Focus ( (_s JlJ° 1 Sf* )

Arabic for Beginners contains the explicit Focus

( 0<aJ | \ ) and implicit Focus ( |

I ) . The explicit focus such as the topics:

Introducing ( ^^\__so ) unit 7, lesson 19, page

33 and New Pupil ( -xj j_A- ) unit 8, lesson 22,
h k ^

page 40 and so on. The implicit focus is more

concentrated and focused on language constructions

( & J ) such as sounds, vocabularies,
*■

grammatical items: This is Abdullah ( ^ AM vjl_C ) •

The New Pupil ( _>o i ), Are you Samirah?

( ^ ) and so on.

The important point to mention here is the teaching of

language in the book of Arabic for Beginners,

through the teaching of dialogues, stories, reading

comprehension and drills is the best way known and most
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practical method of teaching a foreign language

especially the teaching of Arabic as a elective

subject in the MARA Institute of Technology.

Teaching Grammar Through Dialogues

i. Masculine Pronoun ( -H ) page 34:

vy I ^

-j \ jKfS- t

"Abdullah is a pupil He is a pupil

Basim is a Indonesian He is Indonesian

ii- The Subject-Predicate Agreement in Gender

(masculine & feminine) ( IjO-M

j, Ur^J-\ <3 ) (Page 42) such as:

I'm Nigerian

U|
I'm Nigerian

<—.1J \ —>

You are teacher

/_Sju ^
Karim is Ghanian

y

You are teacher

i. ^

Karimat is Ghanian
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iii- The floun-AdJectiyf? Agreement (

) page 116 such as :

C c_>Ak^ 3 i ^ \ i

I wrote the assignment ( wanted)

C__-> ^AJ=>-i I \ c__^

I wrote the wanted assignment

- I waited for the student ( sick)

I waited for the sick student.

iv- The Noun-Pronoun Agreement In Gender

( \ L3 1 'W ) page 179 such as:

/ «
^ /

O-'O J* \ \
- Write the lesson

N'
» » t V

6 w>o» I \
- Open the window
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V- The Imperative Verb (

such as:

i

3M A_s>3 ) page 180

X 1_3 I -^ j>
Open the window (m)

L 3 j ^ \

Write the lesson (in)

-t « VU \ \

Open the window (f)

o~

Write the lesson (f)

vi- Genitive Construction ( *—> W3 -J I ) page

136 such as

( I ) c5> cr°_j> ^ ->

- The teacher is Saudi (The class)

The Class teacher is Sacudi

C ^->
- The meal is delicious (the lunch)

>_>o JJ ^ \ \3)0

The Lunch meal is delicious
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The texkbook author should choose the suitable topics

connected with Malaysian Muslim culture in general

and the mature students especially such as Introducing

( v ), The Malaysia Independence Day

( J | ^ ), The Life In The

Village ( *—\ o 1 ), The Malaysian Food

( L5'Jr-^ ^ /•» L*)qJ \ ) , At The Mosque ( ) »

The Friday prayer ( cJL_aJ> ^ ), Eids Holiday

( ) jSX&-£* ), and The Higra Months )

and the topics connected with the student's daily life

such as: The Hobby ( ^ * ), The School

Stationary ( ck*—\ V? ^X)» The family

( ), The Body's Organs (
^ \ ■» Lx>-t t ),

The days ( T ^ ^ ). and technology terms
should be introduced step by step from elementary level

to advanced level.

2 . The Content Sequence ( C5 \ ^ )

The Arabic for Beginners Authors pay attention to

the sequency of the textbook as follows

i- the textbook contents start from explicit content

like The Foot Ball ( ^ \ o^ ) page 2, Let's
Draw ( ^ Wo ) page 7 to implicit content

such as At The First Lesson ( ( \
? i 1 'o? ^
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page 68-69 and An Examination ( O \t )

page 134 or the easier grammar items such as
/

masculine noun ( 1 ) like .

& masculine pronoun ( ^ \ \ ) like ^_£>
before feminine noun (\ ) like

and feminine pronoun ( I ) like /^£> .
"* "A

ii- The textbook starts from frequency ( ^ \ )
to infrequency ( j VY1 \ ) and from sensory

( ^ ) "to signif icative/abstract ( )

iii- Th e sequence of teaching Arabic numerals from

one ( jo- I ? ) to a hundred ( ,xj*> Y* ) an<3 repeating
them many times in drills.

3. The Content Sitbdivision ( \ )

The Arabic For Beginners, book one consists of five

parts, each part consists of six units (30 units),

each unit consists of eighteen lessons including drills

(90 lessons).

The subdivision of the contents moves from explicit

content such as The foot Ball ( ®j^ ) to
implicit content in grammatical problems such as

noun, verb, particle, masculine noun, masculine pronoun,
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feminine noun, feminine pronoun and so on.

4. The Content Continuity( )

The content continuity is important to connect the past

parts to others, from one unit to the following units,

from one lesson to another and from drills to the

following drills such as: What Is Your Hobby?

( \ Jt Xl> VjJk Va ) page 121 followed by A

Competition ( ^ u> ) page 127, A Tour
. / /

( a j ) page 141, A Scout Camp ( A \|_JL^S\ )
page 147-148.

5. The Content Direction( c3 )

The authors of Arabic for Beginners have chosen the

explicit content direction(\ such

as dialogues, reading, hand writing (\ oJ ) to

implicit content direction ( \ ^c, ^Jp) c>LLoA )
such as drills and grammar constructions and so on.
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4.2. THE APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENTS TO EVALOATE THE TYPE

OF TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES

In this part of practical study we just want to focus

and concentrate on the function and role of material

instructional. The content of Arabic for Beginners is

suitable for absolute beginners with no background

in Arabic but not suitable for mature students or for

students who have background in Arabic like Malaysian

Muslim learners because they started to learn al-Qur'an

from five - seven years of age and they learnt Arabic

letters when they entered Kindergarten School

(5-6 years old) and Primary School (7- 12 years old),

(see appendix D-F); especially not suitable and

unacceptable for tudents in the higher institutions of

learning. We will discuss the imperfections in

the first book of Arabic for beginners to provide the

useful book for Malaysian Muslim learners, especiallty

for mature students in the MARA Institute of Technology

as mentiond above.
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1 - Ihe Evaluation of Arabic Letters in the Book o£

Arabic for Beginners

One part of the book content not suitable to MIT

students in the pre-writing drill )
« - ^

page 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, and 32 because they learnt

and already know Arabic letters from kindergarten school

or primary school as mentioned above and have no need to

repeat here many times many pages of book content.

2. Analysis of the Dialogues

*-A a. (Arabic For Beginners) is

designed and used in the Institute of Arabic language

( & ^ ), University of Riyad, Kingdom

of Saudi Arabia to teach teen-age students (about

eleven-seventeen years old) who learn Arabic as a

foreign language . (Introduction: j£> ) .

Some dialogues in the series of Arabic for Beginners are

not suitable or unacceptable for mature students

(teen-age student or adult students) especially for the

students in the institutions of higher learning, like
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the MARA Institute of Technology, Malaysia. Nasban

(1980) mentions that "If we examine the quality of some

dialogues in the book from this perspective, we discover

that they are characterised by artificiality. A

dialogue of this nature is being deliberately designed

to serve specific educational aims. If this were to be

considered a virtue, it should not be at the expense of

ignoring the characteristics and considerations which

should be fulfilled in a good dialogue. Writers of

text-books for mature students must ensure that the

topics of the dialogues address the learners'

communicative needs and their mental and emotional

development. Furthermore, each dialogue should

constitute a coherent whole." (Nasban: 1980: 265).

Some of the unsuitable dialogues for mature students

as mentioned above are as follows:-
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The Bell ( o-^

Unit 5, Lesson 13, Page

V L . b b ^
. lis : bfj

■ ^ S/*-' ' — ^
• *i ^A '■ -'

. cLaJl J iL-p^l . jkil : JjlL _ r
! ;L b : b/j

. 3)^0 ^ js^in cJl : al^—S/1 _ t
. itui b ,_a->I : jIL

. J^oiil Jl £yJ : it-Sft
. b^j b ^Jl wilj : _ a

. iliwi b : b jS"j.

. JuAsJl JJ^ : jL-S|l _ 1
. ib-jl b ; b^Tjj JjiL
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^ A\ )Boais ( —>*

rin^ P. T.psson 18. Page 27

y__S"y JLflJj -<-+-J wi"y JilP -UP

re** g.J ^J*S jLe\ jLfljj y^-S"yj *J^^P /®

till J JiM_

jLajj y.j

'111 J

^Jilp w»S"J*
*111 J v^iAJ

JLA>J w-S'y
. '._ ■ ■

r*j- (t-Oi

yu>^i wT^Ll

1
r-y Jilp

y^Sfl _i">l

j'y.

>W J iijjli till j ASjjil
yS"ji OiU.

till J ASJ,yjl

fj"! Jj>'
>111 J

iijjli fc! JJ tijjJi jLa^j ASjyil i>-l Jilp

■ J>. £JJ
* Jtl

: Jyii jUA^jj
v ^7< ji'

: Jjii Jilt
v Ji'

.LU_a gjj yiU-flJ JiU-
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3 Stamps ( V j)p )

Unit 7, Lesson 19, Page If]

\

? dJJb U : jy
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4 . Tug-Of-War ( )
Unit 10, Lesson 28, Page 54

j\ Jk-fl : JlSj y\^>
. Jtu-Tlj lil : jl—>-

. b La JUJ : JU5"

* i : JU> J;-S?

^-bj-bl Ul : b^Tj

bLSj b i!L» : Jl

WW • SM
-U< .... JJJ ; J U5j y

G ... La

no



5 Tn The First, Lesson ( 6 \ ^ ^v }

Unit 12, Lesson 34, Page 68

^ »L»U 1 Jj j\ ;

5, '. * -• *> * '

. «L«A^*]I .i.».l"J 1 ;

JLUsIl :

V JiL.J U ; ^jJ1\
t ,

-l^"l
• -^->-1

. iLwt li -u^-l * o -.i

' U : , - all

Jlp Ul

. iL^I U t •

X*?-\ JL»1 Ul . CJl C-£—>l :

? wlL~J U » CJlj :
i f _ ,

Ul . 4)1 -LP lii : «6il -lp

? tlL«~*>l U t CJlj : ^fj-^i
t . t

. ^-»*Ip Ul . JUL* Ul ! 0U»J-^

? I-LU—»l U t CJlj : 0r-j-^l
vJlij-j Ul . J>sj y\ Ul \

V vlU—'I U t CJI9 ..! 3

? U : ^Idl
• Ul ; •,—>-

^IkU CJl . UA JUJ : ^jjS.\
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3 . Analysis of the Vocabularies in the book of Arabic

for Beginners

Some vocabolaries are not a priority to start to teach

the mature students such as: The Ship /Boat ( y. ) ,

Comb (), Swan ( ?S ' j, ), Snack ( ),

Elephant ( )> Brush The Bell

( \ ), An Absence ( ^ )> Stamps (

A Banana ( ), An Apple ( ) , tug-of-war

( \ ->—SX ) and so forth.

4. Analysis the Constructions in the Book of Arabic

For Beginners

PART ONE

First Unit

The basic aim in this unit is to give:-

1. An idea about the Islamic greeting )

and how to intiate them such as (_) (J \
2. The nominal sentence ( \ ) introduced

f

by pronoun ( ^I )

3. the verbal sentence ( cL^Xjsoj d—) with a verb in
a-

the first person singular
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( \ ) like:

4. Question words beginning with ( ) such as ?\

5. Common usage expressions ( j-o Wi )
-<s A' r

like: ^ L) ^Xis\
6 . Imperative form of the verb ( ^ \)

J,

7. The suffixed second person pronoun ( )

is attached to a

preposition ( _>-X ) like

Second Unit

The main aim in this unit is to provide more information

on: -

f * f

1. the difefrent styles of greeting: y \
2. feminine conversation ( X-M ^ . |o ^

' >

e.g. \ and Utilising the first

person plural imperfect verb

Third Onit

1. training students with more information on Arabic

greeting forms ( \ )

2. Using interrogative sentences ( -tM )
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with ( ^ Ct® ) and ( ' ) •

3. Using the preposition ( ) e.g.

4. training student to utilize nominal sentence

*, ,0 \ I \ v
' > {J? y Vy

Fourth Unit

The main aim of this unit is to introduce and train

students in using:-

1. The vocative style with ( V_> ) e.g. ^ j " % ^

2. The expressions ( t ) like: 1

and to use the preposition ( -1\ ,3 yr- ) such

as: yd>\J\

Fifth Unit

Training learners in using:-

O

1. demonstrative pronoun ( <3_-) I ^ ) like:

2. Interrogative particle ( ) such as: 9 \

3. Second person singular masculine pronoun ( \|
y >-

\ ( -\o \ J o^l ) such as :

4. Common expressions ( ' ,v ) such as:—a- C-J>

<,

yP Irs- _ (_9-^ \
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Sixth Pnit

The basic aim in this unit is a revision of sounds and

drills in the structured meaning \ 3 <3 \
'

i *

^5 Li—^3 and the teacher should emphasize

long vowel by C \ ) like Lc and long vowel

by CcS)like and long vowel by C 3 } like

^ anc* emphasize on difficult letters
such as ^ and like jj*

C_\ -s-2-S an^ also train the learners in utilising J \

< an^ such as ^^

PART TWO

Seventh Unit

The basic aim in the unit is a revision of Islamic
/

like: pciA_c , introduced masculine
singular pronoun ( _^sJ» | Js l)*\ \ ) such as sS£>
and nationality such as ( -j> ,^\ ■>
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Eighth Unit

The basic aim in this unit is to train the learners to:

1. use interrogative particle ( | )
O ^ 0' <

like: anC^ answer by or by

jv3 .

2. introduce the adjective like oo _>^Ao
O

use the suffix possessive pronoun ^ like
° 0

\ and use the

second person pronoun ( ^ )\

3. annexed ( & ) to feminise some adjectives
*

e.g.

4. Use freqently the relative noun ( ^\ v )

like:

but for MIT student we should introduce also

->f" 3 L-A-W
/ ^ .

The Ninth Unit

1. Training the learners to utilize \j\Jh andoj^S

and introducing coordinate conjunction ( cA_>j>-
C > like: }) & ^ Ao

2. Training them to use more adjectives and
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The Tenth Unit

1. Utilising the nationality (

of a game which the the pupils desire such as:

/ -> oj \

2. practising the two adverbs ( [\a )

and ()

3. training in using coordinating conjunction (^1 )

The Eleventh Unit

The aims in this unit are

1. utilising the interrogative by ^.ft the nominal
sentence annexed by second feminine pronoun e.g.

and answering by using ^jc> ( ^ or (^3)
2. training to utilize the possessive pronouns ( \Ji/>

) such as: \ ^ t ) and ^
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The Twelfth Unit

The aim of this is to:-

1. revise the five previous units (7th unit - 11th

unit or 19th. lesson - 33rd. lesson).

2. practising the relative noun ( ) like:

C_5 1
r *■ -* •—

3. practising the imperfect verb with first and

third prefix pronoun e.g. ^ \ \ ^ \

lS \ \ oo ^

5. Analysis of the Culture in the Book of Arabic For

Beginners

Teaching culture is one of an important aspects of

teaching of Arabic as a foreign language. The authors of

the book introduce the general and Arabic Islamic

culture. Nasban (1980) says that "The first impression

one gets from the book is that it takes into account the

issues of culture in general and Arabic Islamic culture

in particular. A closer look reveals that the book

presents material that has culture components of two

kinds, i.e., the universal culture and the particular

culture .... The book in guestion concentrates on the

universal aspect of culture which is desirable, since it

appeals to what is familiar in the student's own culture
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which is no doubt helpful from a psychological and

educational perspective. The view presented is one which

shows Arab and Islamic culture as fitting in amongst all

the world's other cultures." (Nasban: 1980: 270).

The General Culture Topics like:-

The Foot Ball ( f )
Who is absent < f U o-* )
Let's Draw ( _ v . (11^ )

tug-of-war ( <^7-^ )
the Be 11 ( vJHL> ^ | ) .

The Arab Islamic Culture like:-

- Islamic greetings ( (U-0 Li LcJ \ ) like '

- The Mosque ( ooc>~A \ <3 )

- a 1- Wudu ' ( * _sLj> _>> \ )

- Friday Prayer ( 0 3-W5 ^
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4.3 CONCLUSION

Throughout this dissertation the main issue has been

teaching Arabic by a communicative approach in the

direct method through the suitable textbook. Many

factors are important in the teaching and learning of

Arabic as a foreign language including the teachers'

role, learners' role and the material used.

We will summarise the previous discussion and to give

some suggestions to improve the quality of textbooks for

the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language in MIT.

Chapter one introduced a brief historical background of

Malaysia in general and provides the information on the

institutions and the system of teaching and learning of

Arabic from the system of Pondok until nowadays.

chapter two gives the background of MIT and provides

outlines about teaching of languages as foreign language

in general and the teaching of Arabic as a specific

foreign language and describing the detail of the

textbook content.

In chapter three we discussed theoritically the

appropriate measurements to evaluate the material
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content and the type of learning and teaching activities

for teaching of Arabic to non-Arabic speakers in

general and especially to evaluate Arabic for Beginners,

book one as suggested by Candlin & Breen (1979), (1980)

and Richards & Rodgers (1986) . chapter four focuses on

analysis and practical applications of material

content in the series of Arabic For Beginners,

book one in general and analysis of Arabic sounds and

letters, analysis of the dialogues, analysis of the

vocabularies, constructions and finally the analysis of

the textbook culture .

4.4. SUGGESTIONS

The textbook designer for the teaching of Arabic as a

foreign language for MIT students should follow the

following suggestions:-

1. the textbook writer should take benefit from

the success of the teaching of European languages or

the teaching of English as a second/foreign language

(TESL/TEFL).
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2. The textbook designer should take account of the

learner's age, his culture, his second/foreign

language level, his aptitudes, his interests in

studying Arabic, the time he can devote to learning

Arabic and the size of group in the class.

Some suitable lessons and dialogues for general Arabic

are as follows
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The First Lesson
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Thg Second Lesson
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The Third Lesson
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The Forth Lesson
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The Fifth Lesson
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The Sixt.h Lesson
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Seventh Lesnnn
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ASSESSMENT

A. On-going assessment^ 30%

i. Wrif'°2 test
ii. Oral test

iii. Quiz
iv. Assignments

B. Final exam
70%

i. Written 40%

comprehension
sentence construction
sentence completion
word arrangement (structure)
grammar (structure)
expression (structure)

ii. Oral 30%

comprehension
free dialogue
dictation
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